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Abstract11

Paper based flexible pressure sensors have received extensive attention due to their12

recoverability and accessibility. In this paper, we proposed graphical pressure sensors array13

with multilayered structure. A simple writing method was adopted to achieve the adsorption14

of sensitive materials on the fiber structure of cellulose paper. Pressure sensors with 1, 3, 515

and 7 stacked layers were fabricated and compared, respectively. The results show that the 7-16

layers sensor combined high sensitivity (44 kPa-1) and fast time response (150 ms). The17

highly sensitive stacked paper-based sensor array realizes the pressure detection of objects18

and special-shaped surfaces. A pressure sensor base on commercial corrugated box was also19

fabricated to compare. The corrugated carton array was made to switch reminder devices for20

its convenience and accessibility. Since there are many scenarios that require a safe distance,21

especially under the influence of the COVID-19, the writable paper-based sensor array was22

used to realize graphical distance perception and warning.23

Keyword： Paper-based sensor; Multilayered structure; Graphical sensor array; Safety24

warning; Piezoresistive pressure sensor25
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1. Introduction26

Flexible pressure sensor, a kind of device based on flexible substrate and sensitive27

material to detect the applied force, is widely used in health monitoring[1-5], motion28

detection[6-8] and robotic skin [9-12] owing to their flexibility and real-time detecting29

capability. The environmentally friendly pressure sensors are an important research direction30

at present. However, most of the flexible pressure sensors substrates are polymers [13-19],31

which are difficult to recycle or degrade.32

Paper, as a easily available, degradable and inexpensive material, has been increasingly33

used in pressure detection [20-24]. Yang et al. [25] used tissue paper saturated with34

poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT: PSS) to construct pressure35

sensors, exhibiting an enhanced response when the active material is folded or stacked. Guo et36

al. [26] provided a method using sandwiching porous MXene-impregnated tissue paper37

between a biodegradable polylactic acid (PLA) thin sheet and an interdigitated electrode-38

coated PLA thin sheet to prepare the highly sensitive pressure sensors. Tao et al. [27]39

researched a graphene-paper pressure sensor using laminated structure, which can be applied40

in pulse detection, respiratory detection, voice recognition. In addition, the paper-based41

flexible devices can also be prepared by mixed with nanomaterials in paper-making process42

[28-30] or high temperature pyrolysis [31]. However, easy processing methods to prepare all-43

paper based pressure sensors with high sensitivity still need to research.44

Handwriting, which using pencils [32-34] or ink pens [35-40], is a simple, fast, low-cost45

and graphical method to create circuits on paper. Costa et al. [41] prepared a system include a46

pencil-written graphite force-sensitive resistor, a pencil-drawn RC filter, a pen-written half-47

wave rectifier, and a commercial front-end voltage amplifier. The sensitivity of the pressure48

sensor by writing has yet to be improved, which the multilayer structure can achieve. The use49

of writing for multilayer structure design requires that nanomaterial ink can form conductive50

channels between the layers. The diameter of the nanomaterial is a key issue that needs to be51
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considered. If the diameter is too large, it is difficult to pass through the fiber structure, and it52

is difficult to conduct, which affects the conductivity. Meanwhile, if the diameter is too little,53

material rarely remaining in the intermediate layer also affect conductivity. Therefore, we54

choose graphene, a two-dimensional nanomaterial with a moderate size, as the ink, which can55

pass through the fiber structure and stay in the middle layer to form a conductive path.56

In this paper, we proposed a simple writing method to prepare patterned multilayer57

paper-based pressure sensors to improve the sensitivity. Graphene was choose as the ink58

material and porous cellulose paper as the substrate. Paper-based sensors with different layers59

were prepared to analyze the effect of the number of layers on the sensitivity. Corrugated60

carton was chosen to compare the performance of different multi-layer structures. Due to the61

cardboard carton structure was not easy to write, the soaking method was used for preparation.62

The performance of multi-layer cellulose paper and corrugated carton were compared in terms63

of sensitivity, test range and response time. These sensors were applied in different scenarios64

for safety monitoring, providing a new direction for the application of paper-based pressure65

sensors.66

2. Experimental section67

2.1 Preparation of pressure sensor based on corrugated box68

Disperse 100 mg of graphene ultrasonically in 50 ml of alcohol to form a uniform69

graphene dispersion, and then divide the dispersion into two bottles. Cut the corrugated boxes70

into squares with a surface area of 1 cm*1 cm, soak them in the graphene dispersion, then71

place them in a petri dish and heat them on a heating plate at 50 °C for 10 minutes, and then72

repeat the soaking of these corrugated carton after drying. Repeat 3 times to make the73

graphene adhere to the corrugated carton.74

2.2 Preparation of multi-layer cellulose paper pressure sensor75

Dip the writing brush into the graphene dispersion and write on the cellulose paper. Use76

the brush to write back and forth on the cellulose paper, coat the graphene dispersion evenly77
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on the paper, put it in a petri dish and heat it on a heating plate at 50°C for 5 minutes, and78

repeat after drying. Write with a brush, repeat 3 times to make the graphene adhere to the79

cellulose paper, and then cut the graphene-attached cellulose paper into paper sheets with a80

surface area of 1cm*1cm. The multi-layer cellulose paper pressure sensor is fixed and81

separated by double-sided tape, so that the layers are connected with each other and have gaps.82

2.3 Electrode printing and device preparation83

Place the conductive silver glue in the needle tube of the dispenser, and print a single84

pressure sensor electrode and a 2*2 array pressure sensor electrode according to the85

interdigital pattern in Figure 1, and print it on a blank cellulose paper. The use of coplanar86

cross-fingered electrodes can avoid the influence of tangential forces when applying pressure.87

When it is not dry, put the prepared graphene/different layers of cellulose paper and88

corrugated carton on the electrode, and use the adhesive of silver glue to connect the upper89

sensor with the lower electrode. Attach tape to the top layer of the device to insulate the90

sensor from the outside. The preparation flow chart is shown in Figure 1.91

Figure 1. The preparation flow chart of graphene-paper-based pressure sensor92
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3. Results and discussion93

Figure 2a showed the SEM characterization of cellulose paper, illustrating the porous94

structure, while the size of smaller aperture was 15 μm and the larger was 40 μm. Figure 2b95

showed the SEM characterization of cellulose paper written by graphene. It can be seen that96

the graphene covered the fiber uniformly, and the size of the graphene was about 10 μm,97

which was smaller than the pores bewteen the fibers from a larger version in Figure 2c.98

Therefore, graphene can pass through the pores between the fibers from top to bottom to form99

a conductive layer. The results showed that the choice of graphene as the ink for the filter100

paper substrate plays an important role in the preparation of multi-layer structure pressure101

sensors. Figure 2d showed the SEM characterization of corrugated carton, and can also be102

seen that there are relatively compact porous (approximately 15 μm) structures. Figure 2e is103

the SEM characterization of the surface of the corrugated carton soaking graphene, and Figure104

2f is the larger version, explaining the specific state of graphene dispersion. The distribution105

of graphene on the surface of the box was not distributed on cellulose paper. The uniformity106

indicated that writing can make graphene more evenly distributed on the surface of the107

substrate compared with soaking, explaining the importance of writing method for the paper108

substrate and ink adaptability and matching selection simultaneously.109

Figure 2. SEM characterization of (a) fiber paper, (b) graphene/cellulose paper, (c) larger110

version of (b), (d) corrugated carton, (e)graphene/corrugated carton, (f) larger version of (e).111
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Figure 3a showed the pressure response test of graphene-different layers of cellulose112

paper/corrugated carton. The sensitivity of the 1-layer cellulose paper-based sensor was113

relatively small, 6 kPa-1, and the response range was 0-39 kPa. With the increase in the114

number of layers, the sensitivity became larger and the response range became smaller. The115

sensitivity of the 7-layers cellulose paper-based sensor was 44kPa-1, and the response range is116

0-4 kPa. Double-sided tape was used to separate different layers. More layers made more gaps,117

which led to increase the initial resistance. Therefore, when the sensor was subjected to a118

small pressure, the sensor with more layers would cause more contact between the layers,119

which lead to the resistance change greater. If the cellulose paper had more than 7 layers, the120

sensor will be unstable. When pressure was under applied force, the device would be affected121

by the tangential force caused by instability. The sensitivity of the corrugated cardboard box122

with graphene was 8 kPa-1, and the response range was 0-10 kPa. Owing to the hard texture of123

the corrugated carton and hardness of the corrugated connection, the deformation of the124

carton is smaller under same pressure, which results in lower sensitivity. Figure 3d showed125

the sensitivity and response range of different layers of cellulose paper/corrugated carton.126

Among different sensors using multilayer cellulose paper, the 7-layers device had the highest127

sensitivity, and was selected for subsequent testing and application.128

Figure 3b and 3c were the response time of cellulose paper with 7 layers and corrugated129

carton under a pressure of 2 kPa. The response time of 7-layers cellulose paper was 150 ms,130

and the corrugated box was 270 ms. The reason why corrugated boxes respond more slowly131

than 7-layers cellulose paper was that the stiffer texture of corrugated boxes may affect the132

response speed. Figure 3e was the repeatability test under different pressures for the 7-layers133

paper-based sensor. Figure 3f shows the results of 200 repeated tests at a pressure of 1kPa. It134

can be seen that the sensor had stable repeatability.135
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Figure 3. (a) The pressure response test of graphene-different layers of cellulose136

paper/corrugated carton. (b) Sensitivity and response range of graphene-different layers of137

cellulose paper/corrugated carton. Response time test results of (c) 7-layers cellulose paper and138

(d) corrugated carton. (e) Repeatability test under different pressures for the 7 layers paper-139

based sensor.140

Figure 4. Paper based pressure sensor schematic diagram141

Figure 4 was the schematic diagram of the paper-based pressure sensor. When the142

pressure was applied, there are certain pores between different layers of paper base, which are143

connected with each other. When the pressure is applied, the pores between layers decrease144
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and the area of mutual contact increases, so that the conductive path between the paper is145

connected and the resistance becomes smaller. After releasing the pressure, the interlayer146

pores are reduced and the resistance is restored.147

Figure 5 showed a 2×2 array of graphene-corrugated carton. Figure 5a showed the volt-148

ampere characteristics of four sensors on the array. The initial resistance was investgated. As149

shown in figure 5b, the resistance of four sensors were similar. Therefore, the manufactured150

sensor array had better consistency. A 2×2 sensor array was used to investgate weights of151

different masses. Figure 5c showed the weights with test masses of 5g, 10g, and 20g. Figure152

5d showed the test results (figure 5d). Sensors in the array had corresponding resistance153

responses to weights of different masses placed, and can identify the distribution and mass of154

objects. Put a school badge and a U disk on the array for identification. Figure 5e and g were155

test picture. The test results were shown in Figure 5f and h. The school badge was placed on156

the upper two units of the sensor array. In the result, the upper two units had resistance157

responses and were consistent, while the lower two units have no object placed, and the158

resistance response were zero. The location of the U disk can also be obtained through the159

results.160

Corrugated boxes can be used for safety warnings in the laboratory for its easy to obtain161

and the preparation process was simple. As shown in Figure 5 i-l, different molds were162

designed to put the corrugated box in it, and print electrodes on the bottom to contact the bulb.163

When the edge of the switch was accidentally touched, the resistance of the corrugated box164

became smaller, and the circuit resistance became smaller, and the brightness of the bulb165

changed, which reminded people to pay attention to the switch. When the touched carton166

cannot be used due to stress and deformation, the module can be directly taken out and167

replaced with a new module to realize a detachable and sustainable switch alarm.168
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Figure 5. Graphene-corrugated carton array test. Result diagram of (a) I-V characteristic test169

and (b) resistance in four modules of the 2*2 array. Physical test drawings of (c)different mass170

weights, (e)school emblem and (g)U disk. Results diagram of (d)different mass weights, (f)school171

emblem and (h) USB flash disk. Physical picture of placing removable corrugated box array on172

(i) heating table and (k) magnetic stirrer for safety identification. Physical view of the changing173

brightness of the bulb (j)on the heating table and (l) magnetic stirrer when pressed with a finger.174

Owing to its higher sensitivity, a 2× 2 array was prepared with 7 layers paper-based175

sensors, and the results were shown in Figure 6. The pressure response characteristics on the176

four modules were shown in Figure 6a, which showed that the sensitivities of the 4 modules177

were similar and the array test can be performed. Using 5g, 10g, 20g weights for tested, the178

result was shown in Figure 6c, which showed that the array can achieve resistance response to179

different mass weights, and compared with the corrugated box array results. The array had a180

more obvious response to the weight test. Placing the same school badge and U disk on the181

multi-layer paper-based sensor array, as shown in Figure 6d and f, and the result were shown182

in Figure 6e and g.183
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Figure 6. Graphene-7 layers cellulose paper sensor array. (a) Sensitivity test results of four184

modules on the array. Physical test drawings of (b)different mass weights, (d)school emblem and185

(f)U disk. Results diagram of (c)different mass weights, (e)school emblem and (g) USB flash disk.186

Due to the writing brush can be used to write different patterns on the cellulose paper,187

the graphene-cellulose paper can be made with different patterns, and the design was more188

life-like. A small house shape that can detect objects was designed (Figure 7a-d). First, two189

single-layer graphene-cellulose papers were used to design the pillars and connect two led190

lights. Lead out the electrode, and glue the electrodes with silver underneath. Then the three191

layers graphene-cellulose paper was used to design the bottom of the house, the complete path192

of the stroke circuit, provide voltage. When the beaker was placed on the bottom of the house,193

the resistance becomes smaller and caused the circuit current to increase and the bulb brighter.194

A small patch was designed that can be placed on the bottle (Figure 7e-h). When the hand195

touched the surface of the patch, the contact of the inner three layers of graphene-cellulose196

paper was increased, and the bulb turned from dark to bright, realized the recognition of cup197

grabbing.198
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Figure 7 Writable graphene-cellulose paper-based sensor life application scenarios. (a) Two199

LED lights connected with two pieces of cellulosic paper which written graphene, (b) Use200

graphene ink to write three blank cellulose paper, (c) Three sheets of graphene are placed on the201

electrode paper at the bottom using double-sided adhesive tape. The power is connected and the202

bulb is slightly bright, (d) Using a beaker to press the stacked graphene paper, the light bulb203

become brighter. (e) A smiley face labeled LED bulb, (f) Use graphene ink to write three blank204

sheets of cellulose paper with a circular center, (g) Attach the sensor patch to the bottle, connect205

the power supply, and the bulb will be slightly bright, (h) When the hand grips the bottle, the206

light bulb gets brighter.207

There are many warning lines in life that need people to pay attention to and cannot be208

crossed, especially under the COVID-19. For that reason, a safety warning line reminder was209

designed. Figure 8a showed "T" written on cellulose paper, which would be stacked together210

as shown in Figure 8b. The graphene written on the paper forms a conductive layer between211

different layers. Then, as shown in Figure 8c, a led bulb was placed on the stacked paper, and212

the remaining "Y", "U", and "T" were prepared in the same way. With the distance gradually213

decreases, the warning level gradually rises, and the lights were blue, green, yellow and red in214

turn. Then four sensors were placed around the cordon, as shown in Figure 8e. When a people215

steps on sensors, the corresponding light bulb color would light up, and becomes more216

dazzling as people steps foreward. This system can serve as a reminder to people who have217

crossed the cordon.218
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Figure 8 Writable graphene-cellulose paper-based sensor for safety warning. (a) Write "T" on219

cellulose paper with a brush, (b) Stack the four sheets of paper with the "T" written on them, (c)220

Connect the LED bulb to the paper with the "T" written on it and wrap it with tape, (d) "T",221

"Y", "U" and "T" prepared in order according to the above method. (e-i) warning for different222

step ranges223

4. Conclusion224

In this study, we prepared graphene-based pressure sensors for different layers of225

cellulose paper and corrugated boxes based on the good permeability of the paper substrate226

and the good conductivity of graphene. Highly sensitive and repeatable of pressure sensor was227

realized. The results showed that as the number of layers increases, the sensitivity increase228

and the response range becomes smaller. The sensitivity of the seven-layer cellulose paper229

was 44 kPa-1, the range was 0~4 kPa and the response time was 150 ms. In order to compare230

this layer structure with easy available corrugated carton, a corrugated carton sensor was231

prepared by soaking method, which has a sensitivity of 8 kpa-1, the range was 0~10 kPa, and232

the response time was 270 ms. The paper-based sensing array with layered structure and high233

sensitivity was prepared by using writing method and applied to graphic pressure sensing and234

distance position detection. The corrugated carton was made into a safety reminder device for235

experimental equipment, and graphene was written on cellulose paper to make a device that236

can be used in life, and a reminder device for safety cordon. The sensor will play a good237

safety warning role in daily applications.238
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